PD-3100

Heavy-Duty Portable Dispenser - for Plastic Strap

The PD-3100 is an economical way to transport your coil of plastic strap and tools for the final banding process of your products before shipping. The PD-3100 has a spring loaded brake, holding the coil still as you move the dispenser to your next job. The large tray on the PD-3100 holds your Dynaric battery powered hand tool or your manual crimping tool and sealer. The portable dispenser has large, heavy-duty wheels for virtually effortless mobility.

To help work more efficiently the PD-3100 has a extra large utility tray that can hold your hand tools and seals while you move your dispenser to your next job.

The spring loaded dispenser arm keeps constant pressure on the strap as it is dispensed, keeping the remaining strap tightly wound on the coil.

Heavy-Duty large wheels allows maneuvering the dispenser virtually effortless.

FEATURES

• Easy maneuverability
• Heavy-Duty frame
• Spring loaded strap dispenser arm keeps the strap tightly wound on the coil
• Large tray to hold your strapping tools and buckles
• The dispenser can handle 3” or 6” coils
• Metal dispenser nut
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